INTRODUCTION
In the current era of increasingly growing demand of energy and a concern on the large consumption of fossil fuel in order to satisfy the energy need, any alternative energy source is indispensable. Moreover, the growing concern for climate change has brought several nations to a common consensus to pursue towards cutting amounts of greenhouse gas emission, which demands an urgent reduction of fossil-fuel consumption as a major energy source and promoting carbon capturing [1] . To balance those concerns, sustainable and renewable energy sources are more important in this period than any time before. Since hydropower resources are the most accessible sources of renewable energy, small and micro-scale hydropower generations are undeniably important to contribute a considerable portion to this effort. In addition, these hydro turbines undisputedly play huge role in providing off-grid power generation to small-scale enterprises, hospitals, telecommunications, residential buildings and other public institutions located in remote areas and more feasible particularly for developing and less developed countries. As studies by Kaunda et al. [2] and Paish [3] show, however, the benefits of the application of such kind of turbines are not limited to developing and less developed countries only but to some extent also for developed countries. On the other hand, off-grid power generation contributes to the effort of reducing power loss in the power transmission process, most importantly for scattered power distribution systems in rural areas. Moreover, unlike the large-scale hydropower generations, the small scale turbines generate power without significant impact on the ecosystem [3] .
A micro-scale turbine type called crossflow turbine, also known as Michell-Banki's turbine, is economically efficient and simple design compared to other conventional micro turbines. Fig. 1 illustrates such a turbine called "International Assistance Mission (IAM)" [4] . Apart from its simplicity, this turbine type incurs relatively low manufacturing, operation and maintenance costs [5] .
Fig. 1. IAM turbine assembly drawing adopted from [4]; (a) 3D isometric view (b) sectional view with the adjusting part
Moreover, its favorable run-of-the-river application and the power generation efficiency at part load conditions absorb more research interests on the turbine. However, despite all those benefits over other conventional hydro turbines, the power generating performance and efficiency of the turbine are not yet well optimized. In efficiency research on cross-flow turbines, experimental works dominate earlier studies while recent works mostly adopted numerical methods. This is partly due to the powerful and reliable computational tools and partly due to the accompanied high costs with experimental works. To improve the efficiency, for instance, Olgun [6] conducted an experimental study on effect of geometric parameters of the nozzle and the runner such as diameter ratios, throat width ratios and gate opening size on the efficiency and reported that micro cross-flow turbines can be operated with a wider range of gate opening compared with other turbines having maximum efficiency. Acharya et el. [7] conducted a numerical research involving modification of nozzle radius, varying the guide vane angle and changing the number of runner blades. From this study, it has been observed that highest efficiency of 76.6% was obtained with 22 number of blades. Similarly, Choi et al. [8] studied the efficiency and flow characteristics numerically by varying the shape of the nozzle and the runner blade. However, most of the reported theoretical studies [9 -11] and experimental investigations [12, 13] show huge inconsistency in the results of their efficiency computation. Most theoretical research reports, for instance in [11, 14, 15] show that the contribution from the second stage ranges from 18-30 % of the total power generated. An overview over achieved efficiencies by different researchers in [16] show variations from 66% to 88%.
In cross-flow turbines, the water jet from a penstock initially passes through a nozzle which is controlled by a valve. Once the jet exits the nozzle, it then strikes the rotor blades from the outer and inner periphery for first and second stage power generation respectively. More detail about the operating principle of cross-flow turbines and the detail description of the main parts are discussed widely in a previous related work by the authors [17] .
The main objective of this paper is to instigate a numerical simulation based approach to investigation and help obtain a better insight on the effects of selected design parameters on the performance study and optimize the design and thus output of the turbine utilizing the parameters. It aims to obtain a turbine with a better performance, and thus with better hydraulic efficiency.
Following this introduction section, a brief discussion of the methodology and the approaches employed are presented. Section 2 and 3 are devoted to the theoretical power computation and numerical models, the chosen governing numerical models and their validation through sensitivity analyses. In Section 4, the optimization approach and brief comparison with other tools are discussed followed by discussion of the results in Section 5. Finally conclusions are drawn in the last section.
METHODOLOGIES AND APPROACHES
As stated, the paper presents a work carried out on numerical simulation based investigation and design optimization, aiming to study effects of some important design parameters on the performance and to narrow down the huge inconsistency of efficiency results seen in multiple studies of micro cross-flow turbines. The numerical simulation based design optimization approach uses a metamodel assisted optimization tool in order to improve the performance of a selected micro cross-flow turbine model. In a related previous work [17] a similar approach was discussed but with limited study on a 2D numerical model whose results are published. This extended version of the work focuses on the 3D model analysis of the turbine for numerical model verification and comparison of the performance against the original model using time dependent (transient) analyses. The numerical models and computational tools are verified using experimental test results in [4] . The thesis reported in [4] aims to study the fluid flow characteristics and measurements of relative moment using a laboratory setup that enables to collect relative load responses on the rotor blade design (Fig. 1) . The experimental test was carried out at different head and rotational speed of the rotor. Our numerical simulation based study, however, focuses on a 5-meter net fluid head input at rotational speeds of 250 and 350 revolution per minute (rpm) because stable experimental test results are obtained in these range of load conditions.
An elaborated description of the deployed numerical simulation based metamodel-assisted optimization (NSBMAO) approach and the alleviated number of function evaluation reports are introduced in Section 4. A commercial ANSYS workbench tool [18] was interfaced with the optimization tool. It served for modeling and Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulation in both the 2D and 3D analyses. The single objective global optimization (SOGO) algorithm of the metamodel assisted optimization tool, from Optimization Assisted System Integrated Software (OASIS) tool [19] , which is designed for computationally expensive black box problems [20] , is deployed to perform the optimization. In the investigations, parameters assumed appealing for the turbine performance improvement from previous studies are considered ( 
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THERETICAL POWER COMPUTATION IN CROSS-FLOW TURBINES
Due to the turbine's configuration and power transfer characteristic condition inside the turbine, crossflow turbines are mostly assumed as impulse turbines. The theoretical power conversion computation, therefore, is carried out through fluid velocity differences at rotor's entry and exit blades using Euler's turbo machinery equations. From the given hydraulic head subject to the turbine inlet, Eq. (1), the theoretical power computation, therefore, uses the theoretical fluid jet velocities at 4 points, two at the first stage, and two at the second stage (Eqs. (2) - (5)).
The theoretical torque and power calculations then follows using Euler's turbo machinery equations (Eqs. (6) - (9)).
Where in r P _ and out r P _ are the pressure at the inlet due to the head of the water and at the outlet of the turbine model respectively.
Fig. 2. Fluid velocity components (a) Velocities' positions at the rotor, (b) Velocity triangles at each points
The diagrams in Fig. 2 (a) and (b) above describe the detail velocity components at the rotor using velocity triangles at each power generation locations. Similar to most experimental studies, the theoretical studies also show huge inconsistency in the efficiency analysis studies of similar turbine types [9 -11] . The inconsistencies raised are mainly due to the uncertainty on the fluid angles at the entry and exit of the rotor blades. In the theoretical power calculations, some studies use the entry arc curvature angle, for instance in [21] , but others use the nozzle valve angle [22] as an attack angle (location illustrated in Fig. 3 ) of the fluid at the entry.
Fig. 3. 2D sketch of IAM turbine with parameters
MODEL VALIDATION & SENSETIVITY ANALYSIS
To obtain realistic responses from the numerical simulation, it is important to validate the model grid, the turbulence numerical model and the algorithms employed to study in both steady state and transient analysis and the CFD simulation based optimization. For the analyses, 3D numerical models with one-to-one scale as the IAM turbine design, except the depth, are utilized (Fig. 4) . One section of the turbine, which is one third of the actual depth of the design, is used considering symmetry in that direction and that it could represent the problem well. Each domain of the models is divided into three zones, (1) housing, (2) rotor and (3) stationary. The interfacing surfaces between the zones are recognized and coupled automatically in the simulation tool while generating grid so to smoothly transfer results between the moving and other zones at the interfaces. The turbulent Navier Stokes equation (Eq. (10)) is simplified in different viscous models and tested for sensitivity analysis [18] .
where Sm is the source term and  is the stress tensor given in Eq. (10), the term,
is the Reynolds stresses term, V is the velocity vector representing the sum of the average and the fluctuating components (i.e.,
),  and I are the molecular viscosity of the fluid and the unit tensor respectively.
Fig. 4. IAM cross-flow turbine 3D numerical model and mesh element quality
3D Numerical model grid validation
The grid qualities of all numerical models both in the transient and steady state analyses are controlled so that the parameters that ensure the quality fall in the acceptable range so to obtain realistic results. Some of the important parameters considered to ensure the grid qualities are orthogonal skewness, aspect ratio and orthogonal quality of the elements in the grid domain. Table 2 below shows the details of the grid node and element sizes of one of the models' after the quality validation that is utilized in the 3D numerical analysis. The model grid qualities are also validated while comparing the trends of the numerical moment coefficient responses from one of the rotor blade's front wall against the relative moment signal from experimental test result of the sensitivity analysis in the following section. The voltage signals from the experimental testes are collected from a mechanical strain gage carefully attached to one of the front walls of the rotor's blade. Responses are collected from the gage while the model is subject to a 5 meter water head while the rotor controlled at 350 rpm [4] . The numerical moment coefficient responses on the front face of a selected blade is collected at each time step from the transient numerical simulation. The post processing tool of the research version solver tool used, ANSYS Fluent, computes the moment coefficients after solving the turbulent Navier Stokes equation. The moment coefficient computations use the moment response and the reference values set in the tool.
The total numerical moment response, Eq. (11), is the combined effect of both the pressure force and viscous force, Eq. (12), from the transient numerical simulation analysis result on one of the rotor's blade's wall.
where M is the total moment (in N.m) due to the pressure and viscous forces, r is the moment arm from the moment center of the wall to the rotational axis of the rotor. P and Pref are the total and the reference pressures computed respectively. A and n are the area and the normal vector to the surface.
Moreover, in order to compute the hydraulic efficiency () of the turbine model from a numerical analysis the output hydraulic power computed from the total moment response and the rotational speed subject on the rotor. While the input power computed from the input hydraulic head and the numerical flow rate computed at the inlet of the turbine (Eq. (13)).
Where  is the rotational speed in rad/s: Q is the mass flow rate; and  is the fluid density.
The noisy data collected from the transient analysis per time step at different inputs and boundary conditions are carefully filtered to obtain a smooth average graph without losing the property of the data. After various trials in MATLAB tool, a cutoff frequency of 80 Hz with 850 Hz data sample frequency with Lowpass Filter gave us a smooth curve that better retain the characteristics of the original data (Fig. 5) . Note that all graphs in the paper are generated using MATLAB programing tool.
Sensitivity analysis of numerical models for computational analysis
To make the sensitivity analysis and investigate the model that better represents the turbulent flow problem inside the turbine, three different well known viscous models have been tested in the numerical computation: Wall Functions for near wall treatment, 2) the K-Omega (k-ω) with a Shear Flow Correction K-omega option and 3) the Large Eddy Simulation (LES) with WALE Subgrid-Scale Model for high turbulence test purpose. In all the three model testes, the same solution algorithms are employed to solve the pressure-velocity coupling, the momentum and turbulent kinetic energy in the spatial discretization. The sensitivity test is carried out comparing the trends of the moment coefficient responses from each numerical models against the relative moment signal from the experimental test result on a similar model design at the same valve opening, net inlet fluid head and rotational speed.
Based on the gradient diffusion hypothesis, the k-ɛ model relates the Reynolds stresses to the mean velocity gradients and the turbulent viscosity in solving the kinetic energy and the turbulent dissipation. This model is found robust, computationally cheap and widely used despite the fact that it performs poorly for complex flows that involve a strong streamline curvature, severe pressure gradient and separation. On the other hand, the k-ω model allows for better near wall treatment and performs well in low Reynolds number flows, but it requires intense mesh resolution near walls [23, 24] . Unlike the other two models, the LES model better allows to explicitly solve large eddies and accounts for the selected small eddies using the Subgrid-Scale Model. It is more popular in simulating highly turbulent flows but gives only a fair enough solution near walls [25] .
As it is noticed, from Fig. 6 , the relative moment test signal from experimental test results [4] and the numerical responses show a good agreement with regard to showing the 1 st and 2 nd stage power generation regions clearly. Moreover, in all cases, the average period of the responses match with the experimental test with insignificant difference. Note that the magnitudes of the numerical responses are not expected to match with the experimental test as the experimental study signal is not calibrated to give the moment response, hence the objective was to study the relative load at the two stages. However, the setup and the result was later calibrated to obtain the total torque on the rotor as reported in [26] . In both the transient simulation and the experimental test results, the first stage power generation has shown a better output than the second stage power output as one expects. Since the result from k-ɛ model shows a better stable response cycle in both stages compared to the other models, as given in Fig. 6 , it is chosen to better represent the problem for further analyses.
Fig. 6. Moment coefficient responses' graph from three viscous models vs. experimental test moment signal from strain gages on a blade face
Sensitivity analysis of numerical solution methods
In this section, two of the widely used solution schemes in CFD, the SIMPLE and the PISO algorithms, are tested. Both algorithms are fundamentally used to drive a pressure correction equation in the Pressure-Velocity Coupling scheme in solving the turbulent Navier-Stokes Equation [27] . The fundamental difference between them is that PISO uses the velocity correction from adjacent cells while solving the continuity equation, whereas SIMPLE does not. Thus, SIMPLE leads to a simpler solution procedure that directly uses the pressure correction terms to the velocity correction. Even though the standard SIMPLE algorithm is initially developed for steady analysis, it can provide a realistic solution with smaller time step size in the time discretization. Thus, in both cases, a relatively smaller time step size of 0.001 is used in the transient analyses compromising between the computational cost and accuracy. Second order Upwind methods are employed to solve the momentum, turbulent kinetic energy models and specific dissipation rate in the spatial discretization. Both time-discretized PISO and SIMPLE algorithms gave stable moment coefficient's response cycle, and showed a good agreement with experimental test [4] with respect to relative 1 st and 2 nd stage cycles (Fig. 7) . However, the result from the later converged faster than the former without showing a significant difference in the moment coefficient response. Thus, it is used in both the transient and steady state analyses of the hydraulic efficiency computation.
Fig. 7. Moment coefficient responses from different numerical computational algorithms Vs. experimental test moment signal
ALGORITHM EMPOLOYED IN THE OPTIMIZATION
In most simulation based global optimization problems where the objective function is a result from an expensive implicit modeling and analysis tool or black-box function, applying standard optimization tools is computationally expensive and demands extensive tool-interfacing effort. Intelligent algorithms and optimization techniques are however, being developed and employed to reduce the costs without significantly reducing the accuracy of the outcome. Thus, metamodel assisted optimization approaches highly contribute in this regard.
In our numerical simulation based optimization approach, the objective function returns the average weighted total moment on the rotor walls about the Z-axis passing through the shaft center from the implicit analysis tool (Workbench 17.1). The selected design variables and objective functions are parametrized prior to the simulation in the design modeler and ANSYS fluent. Moreover, the design space bounds, the lower bounds (LB) and upper bounds (UB), of each of the three selected design variables, which are given in Table 3 . The bounds are given considering the actual turbine design geometry and their validity on the numerical model.
The problem is formulated in a simple form as in Eq. (14) . To carry out the optimization, a 2D model is utilized aiming to further reduce the computational cost. Note that, the 2D model is validated using the mesh quality control and response trends before applying the optimization. A metamodel-assisted design optimization (MADO) approach was employed to interface with the 2D numerical model using OASIS optimization tool, which is developed mainly aimed to solve computationally intensive numerical problems. From the different MADO strategies discussed in [28] , this tool employs a direct sampling approach. In this approach, the metamodel is used to generate samples toward the optimum value while the metamodel is adaptively updated using each function evaluation results obtained from the black-box function. The most important benefit of the approach is that it is less dependent on the accuracy of the metamodel. The entire NSBMADO framework is shown in Fig. 8 . For this particular problem, the Single Objective Global Optimization (SOGO) algorithm is employed to solve the numerical simulation based design optimization problem.
Where the F(x) is the objective function that returns the total moment on the rotor walls including the shaft wall from the simulation tool as a function of g (x) , where x = [α, ra, rs], is the constraint function and XL and XU are the lower and upper bounds of the design variables in the variable vector X.
Fig. 8. An adaptive Direct Sampling Meta-model Based Design Optimization framework using OASIS tool
The optimization was run with a stopping criterion set to 80 function evaluations, which is selected based on the authors' experience on the tool after carrying out optimizations on similar models. Note that since the tool searches minimum values the output response should be adjusted to give a negative response.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Optimization results
After a clear interface between the MADO and the simulation tool, the optimization elapsed a total of 18 hours and 55 minutes with an average single function evaluation time of around 14 minutes. The total overhead time of the optimization tool is 2 minutes and 47 seconds. In simple calculation, deploying a regular Genetic Algorithm tool would take around 116 hours for 1000 iteration analysis on the same model with simulation that takes 14 minutes time on a similar machine assuming the problem converges at 500 iteration.
The convergence history of the NSBMADO optimization process per number of function evaluation is given in Fig. 9 . The corresponding results of the design parameters of the optimized model are also given in Table 4 .
Note that the shaft size shows the stepped size of the shaft passing through the rotor, some designs have shafts to support at the sides only attaching to the side plates. 
Comparative analysis with optimization results
Both transient and steady simulation on 3D models of the 80 and 100% opened nozzle model and model geometry from the optimization is carried out to verify the optimization results at 250 and 350-rpm. The moment response graphs from the transient analyses both at 250 and 350 rpm show that the optimum model gives better performance specially at most time steps for 250 rpm rotor speed (Figs. 10 and 11) .
The velocity streamline contour diagrams in Figs. 12 and 13, particularly at 100% opened valve, also could give a visual understanding of how the shaft at the center of the rotor could obstruct significant portion of the fluid passing through the second stage power generation. This obscuring of the shaft would also produce a disturbance on the streamlines of the neighboring fluids, which would result in more loss on the hydraulic power due to turbulence. Thus, design optimization is required. 
Valve opening Model at 250-rpm rotation of rotor
From the steady analysis, the efficiency computation results show that the optimized model gives a better efficiency than the numerical hydraulic efficiencies obtained from the original models with valve opened 80% and 100% both at 250 and 350 rpm (Table 5 and 6 ). Unlike the reported experimental results, the original model gives maximum numerical hydraulic efficiency at 100% valve opening in both cases. It is discussed in the results from the experimental test in [4] that the maximum efficiency was obtained from the 80% opening at 350 rpm. Moreover, using the average pick values from the transient graphs for rough estimation of the relative loads, the second stage contributes 23.42 -25.89 % of the total power in both cases. However, results from the experiment show in the range from 36.4 -53.7%. The later shows a huge deviation from most of the theoretical study reports on this kind of micro turbine, which ranges from 26 -30 % only.
CONCLUSION
The numerical simulation based study reported in this article turns out to be effective and appealing for further study on similar turbo machineries. The separate simulation studies, both the transient and steady state, on the numerical models at different parametric values returned valid and sound results. Thus, the investigation significantly attributed in the relative load trend studies on the blades front wall and characterization of the flow inside the turbine. It is observed that the entry arc curvature and the nozzle opening angle played a significant role in (c) determining the attack angle of the flow stream at the entry to the first stage. It is also observed, from the velocity streamline diagrams, in three out of four cases, that the shaft diameter obstructed the fluid flow heading to the second stage therewith increasing the turbulence, which results in relatively lower percentage power contribution from the stage. Thus, the optimization returned a highly reduced shaft size.
The optimized design outperformed the original model at different rotational speed and valve openings including the 80% opening at which the experimental test result, utilized for the model validation in the text, observed to have the maximum efficiency. As a result, the overall output power and efficiency are improved with the optimized model. Meanwhile, it is studied that the percentage power generated from the second stage fall close to the range other researchers reported through theoretical analysis unlike the experimental test, whose report showed a huge deviation. Using the optimized model, the efficiency is improved by 17.88% compared to the maximum efficiency obtained from the original model at 250 rpm. Moreover, the adaptive direct sampling metamodel assisted optimization tool deployed unlike any other global optimization tools, highly reduced computational cost that would otherwise be incurred. The numerical simulation based analysis and optimization approach could thus be employed for further studies on the same and similar turbo machinery applications. The optimization tool, in particularly is appealing for high dimensional numerical simulation based optimization problems. 
